






Anyway, the grand
canyon’s about 2 kilometers

deep and 16 kilometers
wide

So your zipline and
ladder were 2 kilometers deep

and 16 kilometers wide?

Is there
an Echo In here?

she means yes.

if you only have one more chance
to get this right, we’ll need

all the data we can
get our hands on.

so without actually Being on
mars, how did you figure out

the size?

i used the grand canyon as my
example. i went there last summer

for vacation and learned
it was the biggest canyon

on earth.





if it was 1 centimeter deep,
then our ladder should’ve totally
been tall enough! But it wasn’t. oh

will this mystery ever be
solved??

Probably not! Oh well, at
least I learned some Martian!

“Elceem equals elkeem.”
Uh, Billy? Have

you been licking
poison tree frogs

again?

Yes. But what’s
that have to do with

reading Martian? See?
Elceem equals

elkeem!

billy! that’s it!
that’s the key

we need!!

it is?? I mean..
of course it is!

I’m a genius!

it’s a scale! it’s
saying 1 centimeter on

this ruler means
1 kilometer in

real life!

Wow! Science can
figure anything out!

Except why my dryer
keeps eating my left

socks...



dullis measured the
width of this crater. it

was 7 centimeters
wide.

if each centimeter
represents 1 kilometer ,

then 7 centimeters
must mean. . .

7 kilometers!!!

Ohhhhhhh. Our ladder
was only 2 kilo-meters.

That’s why it was
too...

SHORT!
Let’s build it again!

Faster! Stronger!
TALLER!

not so fast. we
still need to figure

out how wide it
needs to be.

Oh man, today’s just
a rollercoaster of emotion,
isn’t it? How are we supposed

to get the width when we
can’t even see it on

this photo?

We may be able to get
it from these other

samples.

here. this looks
important.

That’s just a
drawing, Dullis. Toss

it in a fire with all my
hopes and dreams.



but there’s another
key!

the fuzzball’s
right!

Hey look at that,
bigger numbers. Which

reminds me. . .time
for my nap.

they’re bigger,
but not any harder.

check this out.

1 year later

4 centimeters,
mosa!

if 1 centimeter on the ruler means
1,000 kilometers in real life,

then 4 centimeters must mean. . .

what did mosa
figure out?

how wide and deep
is the crater?


